Cancer and genes: how will molecular biology reshape our clinical practice?
Cancers develop through a succession of stages marked by the accumulation of genetic events within the cell. The rate of occurrence of these events is influenced by the genetic make-up of the individual (e.g., differences in the metabolism of carcinogens, and in the capacity for DNA repair). Knowledge of these events will help define precise targets for early diagnosis. Molecular profiles of cancers will predict prognosis and guide the selection of appropriate therapy. Genetic differences between cancers and normal cells may at last be exploited to make cancer treatment truly selective. An example in clinical trials is the 'smart virus' that replicates in and destroys only cancer cells because of their defective p53 function. An understanding of the genetic background of individuals should allow those at particular risk to be recognised and to develop prevention programmes involving targeted screening or the avoidance of predisposing environmental factors. Here, however, human behaviour and the efficacy of early detection methods are likely to be limiting factors, as is already clear from experience with tobacco smoking and with genes for breast cancer and ovarian cancer.